
Unit 2 - The Color Line

ONE OF THE LITTLE ROCK NINE LOOKS BACK 
Listen up!                                     

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=14091050
Source: One of the 'Little Rock Nine' Looks Back from NPR.org

September 4th, 2007. 

Step 1 - Listen up and take notes! 
Step 2 – Get organized! 
Event? When? Where? Who? Why? 
Who? Age? Name? Clothes? 
What happened to her? 

Step 3 – Focus on details! 
Why is this event important today?
What does the governor want? 

Did the guard do his job? 
How does she feel now? 
Write in French or English everything 
you understand. 

CORRECTION

In 1957, Elizabeth Eckford and 8 other students tried to integrate a former white-only school in Little Rock, 
Arkansas. The 9 African American students are now called 'the Little Rock Nine'. It happened 3 years after 
the ruling Brown vs Board of Education ended school segregation in 1954. It allowed Black students in 
white schools. The 9 students were supposed to come together as a group. There was confusion and 
Elizabeth didn't get the message.  So she took a city bus by herself. 

But Elizabeth was turned away by the guard, she couldn't enter the school. She was followed by angry 
demonstrators. 

This event is important today because segregation in school is not over, there are still discriminations and 
racism. The recent shootings of Black teenagers by white police officers (Trayvon Martin and Michael 
Brown) are hitting the headlines / in the news. 

• to happen: se passer
• to allow: autoriser
• by herself: toute seule / de son côté
• a shooting: meurtre par balle

• to hit the headlines: faire la une
Passive voice / voix passive : 

• Ex. to be turned away / stopped by ...
• Ex. to be followed by : être suivie par 

En 1957, E. E. et 8 autres étudiants Africain Américains ont essayé d'aller à l'école de Little Rock qui était 
une école 'blanche' pendant la ségrégation dans la ville de Little Rock dans l'Arkansas. Ces 9 étudiants 
sont connus aujourd'hui sous le nom des '9' de Little Rock. Cet évènement a eu lieu 3 ans après la décision 
de la Court Suprême dans le dossier Brown contre le conseil d'éducation qui a mis fin à la ségrégation dans 
les écoles aux Etats Unis. cette décision autorisait les élèves noirs à aller à l'école avec les blancs. 
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TRANSCRIPT 

ROBERT SMITH, host: 

Now a first day of school story like no other. It's part of our series on the battle over desegregation in Little 
Rock, Arkansas. Fifty years ago today, nine black students tried to attend Little Rock's all-white Central 
High School. What happened there changed the country. 
Here is DAY TO DAY's Alex Chadwick with the story of one of those children and her back to school 
nightmare. 
ALEX CHADWICK: Labor Day evening 50 years ago, the governor of Arkansas asks for emergency TV and 
radio time to speak to the state. 
(Soundbite of recording) 
Governor ORVAL FAUBUS (Democrat, Arkansas): Units of the Nation Guard have been and are now being 
mobilized with the mission to maintain or restore the peace and good order of this community. 
CHADWICK: The guard was there to prevent violence, Orval Faubus said. No, said others, he was making 
things worse, his emergency. 
The Little Rock School Board was allowing nine black students to attend the previously all-white high 
school. And on that first day, September 4th, the nine were supposed to meet to go together as group to 
school. But in that morning there was confusion, and one of them took a city bus to the school by herself. 
Ms. ELIZABETH ECKFORD (Little Rock Nine): I'm Elizabeth Eckford. I'm 65 years old now. Fifty years ago I 
was part of a picture that has become iconic when I attempted to enter Little Rock Central High School and 
I was turned away by the Arkansas National Guard and subsequently followed by angry demonstrators. 
(Soundbite of crowd) 
CHADWICK: There were also reporters and photographers, and among them Will Counts. He took the 
image that captured that day at Central High. It's at our Web site, npr.org. 
There's Elizabeth, arms cradled, holding a notebook in front of her like a small shield. She's wearing a 
crisply starched white dress. She has large sunglasses with a tortoise shell frame. She's walking, alone, in an 
angry crowd. A white girl right behind her, Elizabeth's age, this girl's face twisted in hatred and anger; the 
picture so powerful, you could hear it. She's on the second syllable, -ger... 
Fifty years later, it is still a strain for Elizabeth Eckford to recall these moments. Some of this story is better 
told by others. 

BAC CORRECTION TRANSCRIPT TYPE

Ce document est un extrait d'une émission radio pour les 50 ans de l'évènement de Little Rock, elle fait partie d'une 
séries d'émissions sur le combat pour la 'dé-ségrégation'. Cet évènement a changé le pays. C'est une histoire de 
rentrée des classes pas comme les autres. Alex raconte l'histoire du cauchemar d'une de ces élèves.
Il y a 50 ans le gouverneur d'Arkansas lance un appel à la radio et à la télévision pour demander la protection de la 
garde nationale à Little Rock dans un effort de paix et pour garantir le bon ordre dans sa communauté. 

Le gouverneur explique que la garde nationale devait prévenir des actes de violence, des commentateurs eux, pensent 
qu'il n'a fait qu'aggraver les choses en créant un sentiment d'urgence / de panique. 

Les 9 été censés aller à l'école pour le premier jour en groupe, tous ensemble cependant dans la confusion, E. n'a pas 
reçu le message et a pris le bus seule. 

On entend le témoignage d'Elizabeth qui a 65 ans aujourd'hui, elle dit qu'elle fait partie d'une image devenue une 
icone / un symbole. Elle a essayé d'aller à l'école de Little Rock. Elle est émue, elle raconte qu'elle s'est retrouvée 
bloquée par la garde nationale et n'a pas pu rentrer, des manifestants blancs en colères l'ont suivie.
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THE LITTLE ROCK CRISIS 1957 

Read and understand! 
> The End of Segregation in school is official since 1954 but what 
happens in former white-only schools for Black people? 

– Can the situation / mentalities change in one day / overnight ? 
– What can you conclude on the power of individuals (Women? Kids? ) against laws and mentalities?
– Was Black people's liberation a quick or a slow process? 

Source: Password English 1ères B1 > B2 éd. Didier 2011. p. 92

TODAY we focus on: 
– The Little Rock Nine Crisis Text Study – Carlotta's story. 
– So far in the US White schools don't accept Black students. The students are not considered equal. 

They don't enjoy the same standards of education, not the same equipment, not the same level of 
education. 

– So far:  jusque là
– the same … as: le même que 
– overnight: du jour au lendemain

TEXT STUDY 
UNEXPECTED HEROES ? 
> heroines that didn't plan to become famous / kids people didn't expect to be brave enough to challenge 
mentalities. 

• KEY FACTS
Context : 1957 = 92 years after the bolition of slavery: 1865 // 3 years after end of school segregation 
(1954)  Character: Carlotta > yound African American girl/ another one of the Little Rock Nine like 
Elizabeth.  Where: Little Rock / Arkansas  What : she decided to go to Little Rock Centra High School - a 
former white-only school. When exactly : she decided in Spring 57 (Printemps 1957)  to go to Central High 
School in Fall (automne 1957) 

• QUESTIONS Corrections
1. The story is told by one of the nine black kids who tried to integrate Little Rock Central high school in 
1957, in Arkansas. This school was a white-only school before 1954 and the B Vs B of Ed ruling. 
Her name is Carlotta, she was a teenage student. We can notice a guard / soldier on the picture which tells 
us that the situation could get worse and be violent. So the kids need protection. 
2. a. Schools before 1954 were separated between white-only  ( rich ) and black-only (poor). 
    b- She decided to go because ...

- there was a desegregation plan at the national level
- her teacher advised her / is responsible for the decision 
- this school offers top-quality education 
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- is not far away. 
• Carlotta's decision: 

Her teacher is responsible for her decision / He advised her to go / he asked her if she could be interested 
in going. 
The school is quite close (“less than a mile”) to her house / it's not far away from her house. 
It offers top-quality education that's why she wants to attend the white school called Little Rock Central 
High School. 

• Consequences: 
:( Because of her decision she was harassed, molested, mocked, shouted at and humiliated by white 
students. As a negative result her father lost his job and had trouble finding a new one. 
Her house was bombed and her friends were accused of the bombing. They were the victims of a 
miscarriage of justice. 

:) But on the other hand, she was also the first black girl to get her diploma / to graduate in Little Rock. 
She paved the way for new generations of Black kids. 
She became an iconic symbol for change. 

New York Times article

Key facts: 
It happened on September 23rd, 1957 in Little Rock, Arkansas outside / in front of the 'former' white-only 
school. 9 black students try to go to school / attempt to integrate in the morning but they have to leave 
around midday. 
This attempt only lasted for 3hours and 13 minutes so it failed. 

CONCLUSION 
The Little Rock Nine paved the way for the integration of other Black kids in schools in America. In the long 
run the integration was successful because Carlotta graduated. They set the example and helped change 
mentalities. The law was changed but White people still needed to change their ways / attitude / minds. 
Carlotta is a heroine because she challenged the system and was only a teenager. The Little Rock Nine are 
famous because they were the first African American kids in the process of school integration. 
The battle for school integration was a slow and difficult process. 

BAC NOTIONS  
Myths and Heroes

 Carlotta and Elizabeth didn't plan their actions, they are both 'unexpected' heroines because 
they are ordinary school girls but their acts of defiance shows bravery and courage. So they are 
role models and they illustrate the heroic role of kids and women in the fight for equal rights. 

    The Idea of Progress
The Little Rock Nine story also shows how slow social progress can be. Even if laws were changed 
(1954 end of school segregation), people still had to fight for their rights and for mentalities to 
change.  

  Places and Forms of Power
The determination and courage of a group of teenagers challenged the established order of a 
white-only school. It shows that kids and women can win the fight for equality. Individuals, 
ordinary citizens can be more powerful than local guards and authorities. 
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Acts of Defiance : Mexico 68  

TEXT STUDY

Source: Password English 1ères B1 > B2 éd. Didier 2011. p. 90.

• The athletes wore no shoes, black socks, black scarves, black gloves and they raised their clenched 
fists. Their gesture was seen as the Black power salute, it was an offence to the American public at 
the time. They decided to raise their fists at the same time as the national anthem was playing and 
the American flag shown. They were standing on the victory stand for everyone to see them. 

• As a consequence they had to leave the Olympic village and Mexico. Their credentials were taken 
away from them. 

• They triggered mixed reactions. On one hand it was considered as a gesture for a worthy cause, 
people who agreed with their demonstration thought it was a great idea but on the other hand 
their enemies / their opponents and of course White supremacists saw this gesture as an offence 
and they were angry. 

• The journalist’s opinion is not revealed. In the media the word ‘negro’ was in use, acceptable and 
politically. correct Today for the New York Times to publish an article with the word ‘negro’ would 
be considered illegal.

VOCABULARY 

• To wear – wore – worn: porter des vêtements 
• # to carry : porter qqchose
• socks : chaussettes
• scarves: écharpes 
• to raise: brandir / lever son poing
• to clench your fist: serrer le poing
• a flag: drapeau
• an anthem: un hymne
• to leave : partir # to live: vivre
• to trigger / to spark : provoke
• to agree # to disagree : être d'accord ou non 
• an opponent / an enemy 
• to defy / challenge / upset: déranger, défier, bouleverser 

CONCLUSION 

In 1968 after segregation was ended (Civil Rights Act in 1964) African American 
athletes still felt the need to stand up for their cause and prove the entire world 
that they are not inferior but actually that they can even win over and be better 
than White athletes or white people. It's an act of defiance because they defied / 
challenged / upset the victory ceremony tradition and national power symbols 
( anthem / flag) by using meaningful symbols of the radical Black Panther Party. 
Their accessories are not part of popular culture, think of rappers or even Michael 
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Jackson's white / black gloves.

INTRO - IMAGE STUDY - MIX & MATCH

 

• “ I think it’s Rosa Parks because she refused to give up her seat to a white man on 
the bus. “ “It might take place in the 1950s . > segregation “

• Black Lightning 1st black superhero / cover of a comic book 

• This is Martin Luther King because he is delivering a speech in front of millions of 
people gathered in Washington Square. 1960s 

• Members of the Ku Klux Klan lynching / torturing a Black guy ( white actor painted 
in black) Birth of a Nation 1916 silent film. 

• 3 slaves in chains ( 16th c > 1865 slavery ) > Black people were considered as 
property / products / animals / they were taken to American colonies ( Barbados / 
Jamaica … ) in the Caribbean Sea to work in sugar / cocoa / tobacco plantations. 
They worked for no money / for free. (gratuitement). 

• Triangular slave trade : system of exchange between Africa / Europe and the 
colonies. 

• Montgomery Bus Boycott 1950S / 60s against bus segregation 
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• Malcolm X radical activist in favour of equal rights for Black people. 
• Jean Michel Basquiat first mixed-race painter to be recognized by arts historians. 

(friends with Warhol during the Pop Art period) 
• Ali heavyweight boxing champion / faced with a small white kid > irony
• Black Panther Salute during the Olympic Games in Mexico 1968. They raised their 

black-gloved clenched fist and refused to wear shoes as a sign of protest / as a 
tribute to slaves and Black people. 

• The Little Rock Nine > first Black students to try to attend a desegregated school. 
1957 

• Barack Obama is the symbol for / he embodies the change in mentalities / the 
victory of the Civil Rights Movement. 

• ‘Jim Crow’ laws > segregation / racial set of laws enforced in the Southern States 

VOCABULARY
• to give up her seat : 

laisser sa place à 
• to deliver a speech: 

faire un discours
• to gather: se 

rassembler
• segregated venues: 

salles de concert 
divisées Blancs / Noirs

• to be considered as / 

seen as : être 
considéré comme

• property: propiété
• cocoa: cacao
• tobacco: tabac
• for free: gratuitement
• to raise: lever
• a glove: un gant
• a fist: un poing
• to clench: serre

• a black-gloved 
clanched fist : poing 
serré ganté de noir

• a tribute: un 
hommage

• to attend school: aller 
à l’école

• to embody: 
représenter

• to enfoce: appliquer

Historical context
Slavery 16th century – 1865.  > Segregation:1865 – 1965 > Racism still exists today. 

• Maybe we’ll work on segregation and the Black Power movement. We 
might mention famous Black people such as Martin Luther King and 
Malcolm X. All the people can be considered as historical heroes of 
the Black cause or Black Power movement. 

 > notion : Myths and Heroes

• From slavery to the election of Barack Obama things have changed 
for Black people in the United States of America. The images show 
people who fought for equal rights and are representative of Black 
power and the change in mentalities.

> notion The Idea of Progress

• We will talk about the power of Jim Crow laws over Black people. 
• We might discuss the power of the people against the power of the 

government and official laws.   

 > notion: Places and Forms of Power
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ROSA PARKS - A Woman who made History

LISTEN UP! 

http://www.biography.com/people/rosa-parks

timing : 0'53 – 2'18
1- anticipate! 
what words do you expect to hear? 
2- listen up! 
3- listen again ! take notes! 
4- organize your notes! 
what choice?
where? 
when? 

what happened then?
to her?
for her? 

what was she prepared to do?

how many people?
for how long? 
leader?

1- bus – Parks – segregation – arrest – police – white – black – woman 
3- afternoon – bus- december – 1955 - history – Rosa Parks – woman – Alambama – 
guilty – dollars – sacrifice – Martin Luther King
4 - 
She refused to give up her seat to a white passenger. 
It happened in the afternoon of the 1st of December, 1955 
It took place  on the bus / in Montgomery, Alabama. After work / On her way home
She was arrested, found guilty, she was fined / she had to pay 14 dollars . 
Thousands of people decided to boycott the bus system on the day 
of her trial on the 5th of December.  The boycott lasted for 381 days.  
She was ready to sacrifice everything even her life.
Martin Luther led the boycott at the early age of 26. 
WARNING!  was arrested – was arrested – was found guilty > passive voice 

• to lead / led: mener
• guilty # innocent
• to last for: durer pendant … 
• trial: procès
• Thousands of people: des milliers de gens
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CLAUDETTE COLVIN: THE OTHER ROSA PARKS 
> The role of women in the struggle for equality. 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?
storyId=101719889

Answer the following questions and be ready to discuss with your 
partner. 
1- Find 1 similarity and 1 difference between Claudette Colvin 
and Rosa Parks.
2- Who inspired Claudette to stand up for her rights? 
3- What anecdote does she tell to illustrate segregation? 
4- Who is Phil Hoose? Why did he get interested in Claudette's story? 
5- What does Claudette's story reveal about the NAACP media strategies and Rosa Parks heroic image? 

CORRECTIONS 
Claudette Colvin

She refused to give up her seat to a white passenger 9 months before Rosa Parks. 

Compared to Rosa Parks? 

• They both challenged the segregation laws. 
• They were both African American women in Montgomery, Alabama in the South of the US. 

BUT

• Claudette Colvin was only 15 / a teenager whereas R. P was 26 / a young woman. 
• Rosa Parks is more famous than Claudette Colvin because Claudette Colvin got pregnant so the 

NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) refused to use her image. 

Inspired by? 

• She was inspired by Harriet Tubman (who was a runaway slave in the Underground Railway ) and 
Sojourner Truth who was a former slave and became an abolitionist. Both were women fighting for 
the Black cause / because they also stood up / fought for their rights. 

Media strategies?

• NAACP needed to choose a respectable woman as a symbol for their cause. They were 
manipulating / orchestrating their media strategy in order to be successful. 

Segregation anecdote?

• Black people couldn’t try on clothes because many white people during segregation thought black 
people were not clean / pure. They assumed they were dirty. 

Philip Hoose? 

• Philip Hoose is an American writer / historian who wanted to write about Claudette because: 

• he knew about segregation / he did some research 
• he wanted Claudette to become as famous as Rosa Parks 

Conclusion? 

• It reveals that Rosa Parks wasn’t the only woman to refuse to give 
up her seat / who stood up for her rights. In fact there were many 
women who took part in the struggle for equality, some of them 
are ‘unsung’ or ‘unexpected’ (oubliées ou inattendues). 
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Whereas = tandis que  / both: toutes les deux

TENSIONS IN FERGUSON  

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT? 

• She supports 
Michael Brown. / She's screaming , holding a sign 
saying 'we need answers'. She has an afro haircut / 
she looks like Angela Davis! She is holding her 
phone to record or film the scene. She speaks 
for / stands for / represents  the Black community 

because they are angry at the Grand Jury decision.
• She looks angry / upset / furious / outraged. 
• She's pointing at the police behind her. The police look like soldiers / heavily 

militarized. 
• She is asking for a fair trial. 
• She is part of a protest / street demonstration in 

Ferguson. 

• The man is holding a sign saying 'no justice / no 
peace' . If Darren Wilson isn't arrested then maybe 
the Black community will fight back / there might be more violence between white 
police officers and Black people. 

• Michael Brown was shot in August this year by a white police officer in Ferguson, 
Missouri. On Monday this week the Grand Jury decided not to charge the police 
officer with murder. 

• There isn't going to be any trial (on the local level).
It's not the first time! 

• Trayvon Martin was also a black teenager who was shot in Florida in 2012. 
Zimmerman was a white /Hispanic community guard and he wasn't arrested / 
convicted either. (lui non plus) 

• To protest: manifester 
• A protest : une manifestation 
• a protester: un manifestant
• demonstration > to demonstrate > a 

demonstrator
• To be angry at so. Être en colère contre 

qq'un
• to be upset / outraged / furious
• to scream: crier # to cry : pleurer 
• to shoot / shot : tuer par balle
• to die / to be dead / death : mourir / être 

mort / la mort 

• to charge so. with murder: mettre qq'un en 
examen pour meurtre

• to indict so: mettre en examen
• a prosecutor: un procureur (supervise 

enquête de police) 
• Grand Jury : citoyens qui statuent sur 

l'ouverture du procès au niveau de l'état.
• Federal Court : court fédérale 
• Supreme Court ; court suprême
• a trial: un procès
• convicted : reconnu coupable
• fair: juste / équitable
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VIDEO STUDY – Ferguson in flames sparks nationwide protests !

Source: http://www.usatoday.com/media/cinematic/video/70080330/ferguson-in-flames-
sparks-nationwide-

Watch the video! 

• 1- What strikes (marque / frappe) you the most (le plus)? Event / Image / Person? 
Why?

Demonstrators lying on the ground  > peaceful // Demonstrators moving / burning 
police cars, destroy stores / stealing from stores > violent protests in Ferguson 

The Brown Family insists on the word frustration. / is upset / frustrated. / crying / in 
mourning (en deuil)

Barack Obama's speech / official reaction 
Images of the crime scene with Michael's baseball cap (casquette) on the ground. 

• 2- What key events (évènements clefs) are covered (rapportés)? 
Michael Brown was shot in August / The Jury didn't open a trial for Darren Wilson. 
Intervention of Barack Obama. 
The case / the evidence is public now > maybe federal courts / FBI will read it again. 
This event illustrates the controversy around racial tensions in America today. It's 
nationwide covering sparks international concern. 

• 3- Which news is the most important? Why? (Info la plus importante?)
Does is correspond to the first images shown? (correspond-elle aux premières images 
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montrées)
The most important news is to know why Darren Wilson was not indicted / free of charge 
which has nothing to do with the images we first see in this video. 
Violent demonstrations are broadcast instead of details about the Grand Jury's decision.

'when it bleeds, it leads' > 
news have to shocking to be interesting and watched today.   

• 4- What do you think the following words mean?  Explain with images and words! 
Que signifient ces mots / Expliquez à l'aide des images ne traduisez pas en français!) 

looting > burning, destroying,  rioting, and stealing from shops. 

Grand Jury > justice branch at the local level / Supreme Court justice at the national 
level) / prosecutor (procureur) 

not indicted > there are no consequences to his actions / free of charge 
Brown family's reaction > justice hasn't been served. 

• 6- How many points of view are expressed? Explain. 

1- Chief of State Police  > white police officer / situation is out of control 
2- Chief of the County police > Black police officer > change is created through our voice 
not through destruction. 
3- President Obama > he wants the situation / people to calm down / to appease the 
situation / calling for peace not destruction
4- Brown Family / supporters : disappointed but ask for peace. 
5- Prosecutor's attorney > reading the decision 
6- A woman on behalf of Darren Wilson > thanks the supporters 
7- narrator / journalist > relates the situation / uses a lot of words describing  fire / set on 
fire / engulfed in flames / passion and desire for the truth is burning 
8- demonstrators in Ferguson 
9- nationwide protests
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CF- Teamwork / mindmap activity

Prepare for FERGUSON DEBATE ROLEPLAY! 

PRO-WILSON Biased? Pro / Anti Michael 
Brown / Unbiased? 

Arguments

1- Darren Wilson's 
testimony

Biased / Pro-Wilson / MB was a 
threat / acted in self-defence

- MB starTd the fight
- asked him 2 stop / warned him
- MB took his gun / poinTd it at him
- MB was a threat / violent / aggressive
- acted in self-defense 

2- Eric Bollin 
Journalist ofr Fox 
News Channel

Biased / racist / anti- Brown - MB's † # racial profiling
- NAACP ( Black lobby) = racist / anti-white
- B. Obama respons. 4 unemployt in the B. comT > (B. people R + likely 2 B 
guilty of crimes Bcoz they R unemployed??)
> shockg / highly controversial

3- Reddit and 
Twitter #Chimpout

Biased / anti- Brown / extreme 
racist comments

- protests = entertainment
- Black p. = chimpanzees

PRO-BROWN Biased? Pro / Anti Michael 
Brown / Unbiased? 

Arguments

8- Jake Tapper 
Journalist / 
broadcasting live 
from Ferguson for 
CNN

Biased / Pro- peaceful 
demonstrators / pro-Brown / 
anti- militarized police

- no need for heavy weapons
- in favour of peaceful protests
- upset Bcoz police is armed / militarized 

3- Jonathan Gentry
Black minister of 
faith / spokesman 
for the Black 
Community

Biased / Pro-Brown / anti-
violent protests 

- vs. Black Community
- blaming the Black community for complaining about white people instead 
of changing
- against riots and lootings = bad image of the Black community
-  marches and sit-ins +  traditional Civil Rights activism = useless. 
- Black community = 'a fool' > stereotype / complains abt slavery and 
segregation. 
- if Black p. want change, they have 2 change 1st.

2- Ricky Stevenson 
TV hostess / Black 
Community activist

Biased / Peaceful / pro-Brown - if MB was violent / a threat for DW he shld have been shot in the leg
- he shldn't have been killed just 4 walkg off the pavement (jaywalking)
- he shld have been arrested / trialled if he committed a crime
- 2 young 2 die

5- NAACP John 
Gaskin
spokesman for Black 
lobby

Biased / pro-Brown / 
understands Black people's 
anger at the police

- young Bl. p. =  neglected and ignored
- vs. police brutality 
- people care + abt wh. p. than abt b. p.
- B. p's lives matter - than w. p's.

6- Lesley 
McSpadden 
Michael Brown's 
mother

Biased / pro-Brown / doesn't 
approve of violent 
demonstrations

- Ws change 4 other Black families
- mourns her son's † 
- Ws p. 2 B peaceful
- vs. W's testimony = lies
- Ws justice

7- Dorian Johnson
firsthand eye-
witness/ on the 
crime scene / MB's 
friend

Biased / Pro-Brown / wants W 2 
B charged with murder

- MB = innocent / just walkg
- peaceful guy
- didn't try 2 grab W's weapon
- officer didn't tell them 2 stop 
- W shot in cold blood / he intended / premeditaTed 2 kill B. 


